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Chapter 2231: No need to fool around (5) 

 

“I didn’t bully her.” 

“You’re still talking! If you didn’t bully sister Yue, why would she jump out of your room? Why are your 

eyes so red?” 

hearing nangong nuannuan’s question, feng shengxuan’s eyes turned even colder. there was even a 

murderous look in his eyes. 

“i’m not exactly bullying her. i just wanted to tell her that not every man’s mouth can be touched. that 

xiao shenbin was obviously a playboy, but she actually agreed to let him kiss her today. That’s why I 

came to tell her that not just any Tom, Dick, or Harry can fall in love. You don’t even love her, so why do 

you have to demean yourself in front of me?” 

Feng shengxuan’s tone was particularly frivolous. Even Nangong Nuannuan, the third party, or rather, 

the bystander, wanted to take off her shoes and slap his face with the sole of her shoe, let alone Bai 

Liyue, who was involved in this. 

bai liyue was triggered by feng shengxuan’s words. her eyes, which had been red and confused, turned 

cold again. enough! Bai Liyue growled angrily. Feng shengxuan, that’s enough! 

She thought of the man who had pushed her against the wall and kissed her ruthlessly. His eyes were 

filled with deep affection, and she thought that he had feelings for her. However, he had been in love 

with Nuannuan all this time, so for a while, he thought that he still loved her. 

However, after Yingluo’s passionate kiss, he said coldly, ” “Aren’t you very thirsty? Didn’t you want a 

man? Was this kiss enough? If it wasn’t enough, he could have more. If you don’t kiss me enough, I can 

comfort you with my body, so you don’t have to fool around with those wild men outside.” 

Feng shengxuan’s words were indeed outrageous. She was very, very angry, so she started arguing with 

him. However, he held her down, not letting her leave his arms. 

Her back was pressed against the cold wall, but a hot chest was pressed against her in front of her. 

Because of her anger, and because she couldn’t bear the feeling of the ice and snow, she broke out of 

the window and jumped out. 

It was only when he landed that he realized that it was Nuan Nuan and Chi Yang who had returned. 

although she was very angry, her heart was also beating very fast. 

That was because Feng shengxuan was a clean freak. 

After living together for so long, she knew that this man was a person who was one with his heart. In the 

past, they had been together for so long. Even if he had hurt her heart, he could completely ignore it. 

But now, after she was in love and had a boyfriend in name, he actually kissed her and said that he could 

give her his body. 



In fact, by saying this, it meant that he actually had her in his heart. So even if he violated her like that, 

other than feeling angry, she also felt a little ashamed and secretly happy in her heart. 

However, this joy didn’t last long. The moment Nuan Nuan appeared, Feng shengxuan’s aura changed 

completely. 

in the past, he had been domineering, overbearing, crazy, and unreasonable. at least baili yue could feel 

the trace of dark and unclear feelings he had for her. but now, in front of nuannuan, those feelings had 

turned into complete ridicule. 

Bai Liyue’s heart could not help but feel a sharp pain. 

“Big brother, what are you talking about?” 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at Feng shengxuan with her back to Baili Yue, her eyes full of warning. 

However, a certain death-seeking person didn’t take such a warning to heart. 

Chapter 2232: I was wrong (1) 

 

Furthermore, in order to show his firm stand in front of Nangong Nuannuan, the anger in his eyes 

instantly turned into ridicule. 

Nangong Nuannuan saw that he was looking for trouble again and immediately tried to remind him of 

his feelings from another angle. She said, ” “Xiao shenbin is not a Playboy. He is a very good man. He had 

never been in love, and sister Yue was the first person he liked. His feelings for sister Yue were 

absolutely true. So, big brother, don’t badmouth Xiao shenbin anymore.” 

nangong nuannuan had thought that by saying this, feng shengxuan would feel uncomfortable and treat 

baili yue better. After all, she used to provoke him like this, and the effect was quite good. Because 

through stimulation, Feng shengxuan would doubt his own feelings and wonder if he liked her or Baili 

Yue. Through such doubts, he would find the answer in his heart. After that, he would do something that 

he cared about Baili Yue. 

however, today, after he had kissed baili yue uncontrollably, feng shengxuan could not control his 

body’s desire at all. on the other hand, he still stubbornly felt that he had betrayed nangong nuannuan. 

or to be more precise, he felt that he had betrayed his own feelings. 

Therefore, under the crazy cries of his body and Nangong Nuannuan’s provocation, Feng shengxuan let 

out a cold laugh and said to Bai Liyue in a cold and sarcastic tone, ” “yeah, it’s xiao shenbin’s first 

relationship, and you’re the first person he’s liked from the beginning. he didn’t do anything wrong to 

you. but what about you, bai liyue? don’t deny that the person you love has always been me. in order to 

divert your attention, you ran to seduce xiao shenbin and played with his feelings. Don’t think that I 

don’t know that nothing happened between you and Xiao shenbin. Even your kiss was fake, you were 

just doing it for me to see. Even if it’s a kiss that seems to be extremely affectionate, it’s actually just a 

borrowed position.” 

“Enough!” 



Seeing Baili Yue’s face gradually turn pale, Nangong Nuannuan couldn’t bear to listen any longer and 

stopped Feng shengxuan from continuing. 

however, feng shengxuan thought that he had been provoked, so he ran like crazy on the road to death. 

“Enough? i also think it’s enough. bai liyue, you’ve always had the image of a cold and elegant lady. who 

would have thought that under that pure and noble face like a glacier, there was such a dirty heart? I 

don’t think I’m a good person, but I won’t find a random woman to provoke Nuannuan just because 

she’s with someone else. You’ve just randomly found a man, flirted with him, cheated on his feelings, 

and then came to me to make your presence known. In order to be with Nuannuan, in order to upset 

Nuannuan, I came to date you, treat you well, and then let Nuannuan see that being with me is 

definitely much more blissful than being with Chi Yang. What’s the Difference?” 

nangong nuannuan: 

Chi Yang: 

bai liyue was extremely disappointed in feng shengxuan. she sneered at him and said, ” “yes, you just 

found out? I’m indeed that kind of scheming woman. I didn’t accept Xiao shenbin, and I didn’t confirm 

our relationship. Everything I did was just to find a man to transfer my feelings to, and at the same time, 

to stimulate you. Now, I know I was wrong.” 

Chapter 2233: I can give her everything (2) 

 

“your feelings are very pure and can’t be sullied by others. even if others like you, it’s a mistake. So, 

Feng shengxuan, listen up, I, Bai Liyue, swear that I will never have any feelings for you in this life, I will 

never love you again, I will never pay attention to you again. If I continue to be so cheap and harm 

myself and others, I will be struck by lightning and die a horrible death!” 

With that, he turned around and left without a moment’s hesitation. 

Feng shengxuan stared at Baili Yue’s back in a daze. Something trembled in the depths of his invisible 

eyes. 

Nangong Nuannuan couldn’t help but give Feng shengxuan a hard shove and chided him in a low voice, ” 

“Are you satisfied now?” 

feng shengxuan opened his mouth, and something trembled in his eyes again. after that, there was only 

more determination left in his eyes. before bai liyue left, he said, ” “did i say something wrong?” 

“you can continue acting!” nangong nuannuan was so angry at feng shengxuan that she chased after 

baili yue. 

Feng shengxuan’s eyes trembled again as he watched the two women leave. 

The onlooker Chi Yang, who was watching from the side, had a look of indifference on his face as he 

took the opportunity to say the most unpleasant things in the world. 



“Even if you find Baili Yue to be your girlfriend, you won’t be able to stimulate Nuannuan in the slightest. 

If she’s with me, you’ll definitely be a hundred, a thousand, ten thousand times happier than if you were 

with her. ” 

feng shengxuan’s devilish eyes narrowed as he looked at chi yang with hostility. he sneered and said 

sarcastically, ” “you’re a soldier, so you can’t do anything. You don’t just belong to Nuannuan, you 

belong to this country. you have your own responsibilities, so when nuannuan is in conflict with your 

country, you can’t be concerned about her. Not only that, but you’ll also have to rely on Nuannuan to 

help you take care of your family. if it weren’t for nuannuan, do you think your grandpa and second 

uncle would be as healthy as they are now? I’m afraid that your second uncle has already gone through 

countless internal organ transplant surgeries in the hospital. 

But it’s different if Nuannuan is with me. I can give her everything she wants. Just like what she had 

now. i can satisfy her material desires and also her spiritual desires. She wanted a lot of money, so I 

asked her to go around the world to buy mines and river beds. She wanted to stand at the top of the 

world and look down on all living beings, so I made her the chairman of disheng. Do you know why it’s 

called Emperor armor? the emperor was the symbol of the highest rule. The kun stands for the Fire Bird, 

which is what your country calls the Phoenix. Emperor Xun, dragon and phoenix, Emperor and Empress. 

there’s nothing more moving than this name in this world.” 

at the mention of nangong nuannuan, feng shengxuan’s lips couldn’t help but curve into a doting smile. 

he continued, ” “She was tired of being the chairman and wanted to go home, so I accompanied her 

back. Chi Yang, in this world, I’m the only one who can give her everything she wants. you’ve been with 

Nuan Nuan for so long. What have you given her? ” Feng shengxuan sneered. 

Chi Yang’s tall figure faced the aggressive Feng shengxuan fearlessly and guiltily. Almost as soon as the 

other party finished speaking, he said without thinking, ” 

“I gave her my love! I love her more than my own life! she loves me more than her own life!” 

Chapter 2234: i hope you can be happy (3) 

 

“Our lives have long been connected. If you think that you and she are the emperor’s reincarnation, 

then she and I are a pair of eagles soaring in the sky. An Emperor might only have one Empress in his 

life, but an Emperor had many concubines. however, hawk was different. an eagle would only have one 

wife in its life, and that was the female eagle that belonged to it. It would live with his wife for the rest 

of its life, and they would never be separated. They would nurture their Young Eagles together. Their 

loyalty to their other half is the most basic moral character they have.” 

chi yang looked at feng shengxuan, who was the same height as him, and wondered why his eq was 

negative despite his height and high iq. he couldn’t even figure out who he liked, and he kept coming to 

make things difficult for him. 

However, since he had caused trouble, Chi Yang had no intention of giving in. 

“Although I can’t be by her side all the time, and my family is ill, I believe that Nuannuan will not think 

that taking care of my family is a troublesome matter. She will also not think that I’m putting an obstacle 



in our relationship while I’m contributing to this country. she loves me, so she can treat my business as 

her business, and my family as her family. But you? can you tell her honestly that everything you’ve 

given her was what she wanted?” 

feng shengxuan’s eyes remained the same, but his heart skipped a beat. 

This man, he brought up the matter of the Emperor and the Empress, and then brought up Eagle. When 

he proved that he was Flying Eagle, was he implying that he was King? After all, he had already known 

that Nuannuan was the Queen. 

So Wanwan already knew who I was and was insinuating that everything I did to Nuannuan was just on 

the surface? 

“What do you mean by that?” Feng shengxuan’s devilish Phoenix eyes raised slightly. There was a 

domineering aura in his aura that allowed no room for argument. 

“what do you mean i didn’t make myself clear? only people who loved each other would be happy. Feng 

shengxuan, I hope you can see your heart clearly.” Chi Yang’s posture was straight and strong like a pine 

tree. In his deep eyes, there was an undercurrent that even Feng shengxuan couldn’t understand. 

The two of them stood side by side, staring at each other, releasing each other’s powerful and 

suffocating aura. One was good and one was evil, one was white and one was black. In the dark night 

sky, they gave off a strange sense of harmony. 

“Sister Yue!” 

Nuan Nuan chased after Bai Liyue and reached out to hold her hand. 

“sister yue, wait.” 

baili yue stopped in her tracks and looked at the anxious nangong nuannuan. ” “nuannuan, this has 

nothing to do with you. you don’t have to take it to heart.” 

Nangong Nuannuan said, ” from a certain perspective, this matter has nothing to do with me. The 

person I’ve liked from the beginning has never been big brother. I didn’t like him in the past, I don’t like 

him now, and I won’t like him in the future. my only love is brother chiyang. But in some ways, it’s 

related to me, and in many ways. You and Feng shengxuan must be my big sister and big brother. all of 

you once took care of me. without all of you, my life would have been extremely difficult. I truly treat 

you all as family, and I hope that every family member of mine can be happy like me. ” 

Chapter 2235: All alone (4) 

 

“Sister Yue, the person big brother likes is you, can’t you sense it?” 

“Nuannuan, I’ve liked him for as long as he’s liked you,” Baili Yue said sarcastically. I know him better 

than you do. Perhaps it’s like what you said, after you and Chi Yang lived happily ever after, his heart did 

waver, but that wavering was not enough to be called liking me. 



and you’ve heard it yourself, he can be so vicious to me every time. is it wrong for me to like him? it’s 

fine if he doesn’t accept it, but what right does he have to trample on my feelings like they’re trash? I 

once thought of giving myself a chance to get in touch with other men again. I think Xiao shenbin is very 

good! he’s gentlemanly, polite, gentle, and most importantly, he’s very good to me. I think if I could fall 

in love with Xiao shenbin, maybe I wouldn’t have to transfer my love to him like this. it’s a pity that after 

spending some time with him, i’ve realized that my feelings for him are too deep. 

He’s right, I don’t have the right to squander other people’s feelings and provoke him. In fact, I didn’t 

want to provoke him. I just wanted to give myself a chance. After hearing what he said just now, I also 

feel that this is unfair to Xiao shenbin.” 

Nuan Nuan was dumbfounded. So, not only did sister Yue not accept that idiot Feng shengxuan, she 

didn’t even accept Xiao shenbin? 

She was also sister Yue’s younger sister, and if she really couldn’t take care of Feng shengxuan, she still 

hoped that sister Yue could be with Xiao shenbin. after all, xiao shenbin was such a good person. he 

would definitely be able to give sister yue happiness. 

“Sister Yue, young master Xiao is a good man. Even if you give up on big brother, you can’t give up on 

young master Xiao. i’ve heard young master xiao tell big brother chiyang that you’re not a couple and 

that you’re just giving him a chance. 

Since you’ve already given him a chance, why don’t you extend this opportunity a little? young master 

xiao is a gentle and charming man. you’ll definitely be happy with him. don’t you want to have a home 

of your own?” 

bai liyue’s eyes trembled. 

home? 

The corners of his lips curled up into a mocking smile, and then he felt relieved. He patted Nangong 

Nuannuan’s back and said, ” “Nuannuan, after what happened with the Zhong family, I thought you 

understood what family means to a person. 

at that time, you would rather give up everything, wash your hands of the business, and return to the 

zhong family that you thought about day and night, just to have a home. But what did that family bring 

you? 

Family. Only when the other party treats you as family, cherishes you, and loves you, that is a family. i 

don’t deny that if i marry xiao shenbin, he will indeed give me a warm family and satisfy my desire for 

marriage, but it is also because of this desire that i can’t harm him. Because I don’t love him, I can’t give 

him the same amount of love. He gave me a warm and loving family, but I can’t give him the same kind 

of warm and loving family. I think Yingluo is blaspheming him.” 

but, Yingluo ... Nangong Nuannuan still wanted to say something, but she was stopped by Bai Liyue.”You 

and Chi Yang are so happy because you love him and he loves you. so, wherever you are, it’s his home, 

and wherever he is, it’s your home. I want a family like this. If I can’t get a family like this, I’d rather be 

alone.” 

Chapter 2236: foolish (5) 



 

Bai Liyue smiled. alright, you can go back now. Your brother chiyang will be waiting anxiously later. I’m 

fine. I’m still your sister and your best friend. I won’t leave you guys because of him. After all, you’re my 

family. so, from another perspective, i’m not without a home. Nuan Nuan.” 

“What?” Nangong Nuannuan was still thinking about the slip-ups in Baili Yue’s words, so she 

subconsciously answered when she was called. 

“If I’m old and can’t walk anymore, will you leave me alone?” 

“Why would I?” Nangong Nuannuan glared at her and immediately reached out to hug Baili Yue’s arm. 

She said coquettishly, ” “you’re my sister yue.” 

“then that’s fine. Does it matter if I have a family, a man, or a child? Wherever you are is my home. In 

the future, when we can’t walk anymore, your children and grandchildren will take care of me, your 

great-aunt. It’s just that you don’t have a man. Before you have Chi Yang, would your life feel empty 

because you don’t have Chi Yang?” 

Yingluo wasn’t feeling empty, but she wasn’t as happy as she was now. 

However, Bai Liyue had already walked far away. 

When she returned to the courtyard of the Chi family, Feng shengxuan was no longer there. Brother 

chiyang was left alone in the courtyard, standing tall and straight in the direction she had left in. 

When he saw Nangong Nuan Nuan return, Chi Yang’s icy aura instantly melted, and his eyes were filled 

with love and adoration. 

He reached out his hand and looked at the girl who was walking towards him with the light against her 

back. His heart was filled with warmth and satisfaction. 

Once, he needed to follow her. But now, he only needed to wait for her at the same place. He knew that 

no matter how far she went, as long as he was still there, she would definitely come back. 

Nuan Nuan saw the hand that was reaching out to her from afar. She smiled and jogged over to his side. 

She reached out and hugged the hand. 

“How did the discussion go? Did she forgive him?” 

Nangong Nuannuan shook her head. I’ve always thought that I’m eloquent and that I’m unrivaled in the 

world. but now i realize that sister yue’s eloquence is better than mine. what she said seemed to be 

right, but there also seemed to be something wrong. I haven’t thought about it yet. When I think about 

it, I’ll go and find her. ” 

“Yes.” Chi Yang acknowledged and rubbed Nuan Nuan’s head,”Feelings need to be persistent and 

tenacious, but there’s no need to force it. When they thought it through, they would naturally 

understand. When that happens, that idiot Feng shengxuan will be dumbfounded.” 

nuannuan did not feel any sympathy for the feng family’s idiot. After all, he was the one who did it. 



From the window on the second floor, old master Chi and second uncle Chi watched helplessly as the 

four children clashed. 

It wasn’t until Feng shengxuan had driven Baili Yue away in anger and said so many things to Chi Yang 

that he was finally slapped in the face by Chi Yang that Chi zeyao finally couldn’t help but reprimand 

softly, ” “Foolish.” 

Seeing that the old man was staring at Feng shengxuan, Chi zeyao turned around in his wheelchair and 

said, ” ” dad, it’s already very late. you should rest. ” 

Old man Chi let out a shaky breath and sighed, ” well, okay. You should rest early too. Take care of your 

health. 

thanks to Nuan Nuan’s care, I’ve been feeling much better recently. I don’t feel like I need to sit in a 

wheelchair anymore, ” Chi zeyao said with a smile. 

Old man Chi’s eyes widened and he said fiercely, ” “Nonsense!” 

seeing that his father was angry, chi zeyao hurriedly nodded. ” yes, i’m talking nonsense. i was just 

joking with you. i wanted to praise your granddaughter-in-law for her good cooking skills. ” 

Old master Chi snorted. How could he not know what this person was thinking? 

...... 

In short, he couldn’t remember how he fell asleep after that. 

This time, thanks to a certain woman’s efforts, Chi Yang finally had his fill. 

The next morning, Chi Yang watched the little woman in his arms wake up with a deep sense of 

satisfaction. He felt as if he had the whole world. 

“morning.” 

Chi Yang smiled like the melting winter snow, which was dazzling to the eyes. 

“Morning!” 

The resentment from being eaten clean yesterday was completely forgotten by Nuan Nuan when she 

saw that smile in spring. 

“Where do you want to go today?” 

“I’m going back to my grandfather’s house today to bring the gifts to them.” 

Chapter 2237: Great craftsmanship (6) 

 

Seeing that his father was angry, Chi zeyao hurriedly nodded. yes, I’m talking nonsense. I was just joking 

with you. I wanted to praise your granddaughter-in-law for her good cooking skills. 

Old master Chi snorted. How could he not know what this person was thinking? 



In the bedroom, Nuan Nuan took off her clothes and prepared to take a shower. Since she wasn’t very 

tired, she took a shower. 

however, just as the water was put in and he took off his clothes, the door opened. 

chi yang, who was still on the phone a moment ago, had already walked into the bathroom without any 

hesitation. his eyes seemed to be on fire as he stared straight at her under the shower. 

The water continued to flow on her skin. It originally wanted to wrap her tightly, but because her skin 

was too smooth and tender, like a suet Jade that had been rubbed for thousands of years, not a single 

drop of water could stop on her smooth and tender skin. 

She had long, slender legs, perky and round buttocks, a waist that was so thin that it was hard to hold it, 

and two chubby little bunnies that suddenly jumped out on top of her. 

looking at the little white rabbit’s pink and tender nose, chi yang’s eyes turned from black to deep, from 

deep to a vortex, and finally, a shocking red burst out from the depths of the vortex. Slowly, the red 

covered the black, and the dark red eyes flashed with a demonic charm that could almost burn people, 

as he slowly approached step by step. 

He stepped on the water in the bathroom with his bare feet, creating beautiful ripples. 

As she looked at her brother chiyang, who had a strong desire in his self-restraint, a hint of evil in his 

righteousness, and a little flirtatious in his seriousness, Nuan Nuan felt that whether it was her heart or 

her body, she could not resist this man at all. She quickly collapsed and surrendered. 

As Nuan Nuan saw her brother chiyang slowly walking towards her, she leaned forward and leaned into 

his body. At the same time, chiyang also reached out his hand and hugged her waist tightly, bringing her 

body closer to him. 

in this slight movement, the two little bunnies trembled a few times restlessly, shaking chi yang’s eyes 

so much that they almost shattered into pieces. 

He pressed the girl’s body tightly against his, feeling every part of her fragrant softness pressing against 

his. Then, Chi Yang bent down and kissed the girl’s lips deeply. 

Feeling the strong support, Nuan Nuan couldn’t help but reach out and cling onto Chi Yang’s body. 

When she touched the wet clothes, her slender fingers picked it up in disgust. 

the top button on her chest was unbuttoned. 

The second button was also unbuttoned. 

immediately after, the third and fourth wuwu appeared. 

most of the buttons were already open, but his clothes were still tightly attached to chi yang’s body. 

All of a sudden, a slight force grabbed the rabbit that had been fed well. Nuan Nuan’s body trembled 

slightly, and she couldn’t help but let out a soft snort. 

His hand, which had already reached into his clothes but was still somewhat restrained, trembled 

slightly the moment he let out a soft groan. 



Her blood-red nails touched the most sensitive part of Chi Yang’s chest, and she let out a sigh when she 

felt a force different from a gentle caress. 

As the kiss became more and more rough, Nuan Nuan’s entire body went limp in Chi Yang’s arms. As his 

attacks became more and more violent, she endured the falling dew, as if she was floating up and down 

in the sea. 

After a long time, the two of them let out a sigh almost at the same time. The only sound in the 

bathroom was the sound of running water and their heavy breathing. 

Chapter 2238: Morning (1) 

 

Seeing that his father was angry, Chi zeyao hurriedly nodded. yes, I’m talking nonsense. I was just joking 

with you. I wanted to praise your granddaughter-in-law for her good cooking skills. 

old master chi snorted. how could he not know what this person was thinking? 

In the bedroom, Nuan Nuan took off her clothes and prepared to take a shower. Since she wasn’t very 

tired, she took a shower. 

however, just as the water was put in and he took off his clothes, the door opened. 

Chi Yang, who was still on the phone a moment ago, had already walked into the bathroom without any 

hesitation. His eyes seemed to be on fire as he stared straight at her under the shower. 

The water continued to flow on her skin. It originally wanted to wrap her tightly, but because her skin 

was too smooth and tender, like a suet Jade that had been rubbed for thousands of years, not a single 

drop of water could stop on her smooth and tender skin. 

Slender legs, slender waist, swaying 

chi yang’s eyes turned from black to deep, from deep to a vortex, and finally, a shocking red burst out 

from the depths of the vortex. Slowly, the red covered the black, and the dark red eyes flashed with a 

demonic charm that could almost burn people, as he slowly approached step by step. 

He stepped on the water in the bathroom with his bare feet, creating beautiful ripples. 

As she looked at her brother chiyang, who had a strong desire in his self-restraint, a hint of evil in his 

righteousness, and a little flirtatious in his seriousness, Nuan Nuan felt that whether it was her heart or 

her body, she could not resist this man at all. She quickly collapsed and surrendered. 

As she watched brother chiyang slowly walk towards her, Nuan Nuan leaned into his body. At the same 

time, Chi Yang also reached out his hand and tightly hugged her waist, pulling her body closer to him. 

The sound of water flowing in the bathroom filled the room with a charming and romantic atmosphere. 

After relaxing, Chi Yang washed the baby in his arms clean and fragrant. Then, he turned off the water 

and without caring about himself, he grabbed a bath towel and walked out. 



As if she was the most precious treasure in the world, the most fragile porcelain, he carefully wiped the 

water off her body. Then, he carried her to the edge of the bed and sat her down. He then took out the 

hairdryer and plugged it in. 

Nuan Nuan was enjoying brother chiyang’s love. She played with her phone while sitting on the bed, 

waiting for brother chiyang to blow her hair dry. 

it wasn’t that she liked to play with her phone. although she was a hacker, the mobile phone and the 

internet were really not her hobbies. 

However, at this moment, she had no choice but to play with her phone. 

because yingluo 

Brother chiyang came out of the bathroom and started to wipe her body, helped her put on her clothes, 

and now he was drying her hair for her, but he still hadn’t put on his clothes! 

not only that, he wasn’t even wearing pants. 

Although they were already familiar with each other’s bodies, she couldn’t bear to look at him standing 

while she was sitting! 

However, because of Nuan Nuan’s deliberate neglect, after her hair was dried, Nuan Nuan was 

miserably eaten and wiped clean again. 

In the end, she didn’t even know when she fell asleep. 

The next morning, Chi Yang watched the little woman in his arms wake up with a deep sense of 

satisfaction. He felt as if he had the whole world. 

“Morning.” 

chi yang smiled like the melting winter snow, which was dazzling to the eyes. 

“Morning!” 

The resentment from being eaten clean yesterday was completely forgotten by Nuan Nuan when she 

saw that smile in spring. 

“Where do you want to go today?” 

“I’m going back to my grandfather’s house today to bring the gifts to them.” 

Chapter 2239: Can’t you be more reasonable 2 

 

“Alright, I’ll accompany you. we’ll stay at the nangong family’s house for a day and stay at the nangong 

family’s house for the night.” 

“yes.” nuan nuan nodded. suddenly, she remembered that she had wanted to ask chi yang about 

something last night but had forgotten to do so.”Big brother chiyang, don’t you think that my big 

brother is very strange?” 



are you talking about Nangong Jin or that idiot? ” 

It was the first time Nuan Nuan had heard someone call Feng shengxuan an idiot. She cleared her throat 

and said, ” “You fool.” 

Wasn’t he a fool? she was so dumb that she didn’t even want to complain. 

“Other than being stupid, what else is strange about him?” chi yang asked. 

“It’s because he’s strangely stupid! He clearly likes sister Yue, but why does he always use me as an 

excuse, and then hurt sister Yue again and again?” 

“I don’t know. There are some people in this world who have a negative EQ.” 

Nangong Nuannuan looked at Chi Yang and really wanted to say, ” In fact, your emotional intelligence is 

not much better than his! Especially in her past life. 

However, he opened his mouth and decided not to say such hurtful words. Otherwise, she probably 

wouldn’t be able to get up later. 

Nangong Nuannuan licked her lips, but Chi Yang’s gaze on her darkened slightly. 

“Big brother chiyang, do you think there are any methods in this world that can obstruct people’s 

feelings?” 

Chi Yang raised his eyebrows slightly. why do you ask? ” 

“Because when big brother jumped down from the building yesterday, the aura he gave off was 

different from the aura he gave off after seeing me. I don’t know how to say it, because when big 

brother looked at me, I seemed to see something flash in the depths of his pupils. That feeling wasn’t 

the feeling of his eyes flashing, but it was as if there was something in his eyes. however, the light 

flickered too quickly and i couldn’t catch it. i looked into his eyes again and the structure was normal. 

However, I feel that after his pupils flashed for a moment, his entire temperament seemed to have 

changed. My big brother has always had a bad temper. He’s more brutal, evil, and doesn’t seem to care 

about anything. But when he jumped down from the window, didn’t you feel that the feeling he gave off 

was different?” 

After listening to Nuan Nuan’s analysis, Chi Yang looked at her. Just as Nuan Nuan was thinking that the 

smart brother Chi Yang would definitely be able to give her some enlightenment, the other party 

suddenly spoke, ” “i didn’t notice the difference between the feeling he gave off when he jumped down 

from the window and the feeling he gave off after that. after all, the words he said were so annoying 

and annoying. how much attention do you have to pay to be able to sense such a small change? hmm?” 

“i’m yingying!” 

Before Nuan Nuan could explain herself, Chi Yang had already covered her mouth. Only when she was 

completely dazed by the kiss did Chi Yang release her and continue to attack, ” ” your husband was right 

next to you. didn’t you feel any change in your husband? ” 

Nuan Nuan replied,”I feel wronged.” Can’t you be more reasonable? 



“You care about him more than your husband. You deserve to be punished!” 

Then, after that simple sentence, Nuannuan was taken by surprise and got into the car. 

The car drove for an hour. 

After feeling as if she had just been fished out of the water, Nuannuan no longer wanted to continue 

this topic with brother chiyang. 

The morning was the time when men were most easily moved. With his soft and lovely wife in his arms, 

he was thinking about how to eat meat when his wife told him about Feng shengxuan. 

Chapter 2240: Hypnosis (3) 

 

When he woke up early in the morning, he was thinking about doing what he loved to do with her, but 

she was thinking about another man. If he didn’t punish her, who should he punish? 

After eating and drinking to his heart’s content, Chi Yang’s face was full of satisfaction. Facing his angry 

little wife, Chi Yang’s good-looking face was full of smiles. 

He bent down and kissed his wife, then continued the topic, ” “I don’t know what you meant by the 

flickering in your pupils. however, i also find feng shengxuan’s matter very strange. we can all see that 

the person he likes is obviously bai liyue, but he just refuses to admit it. He’s very stubborn and stubborn 

about his feelings for you. He’s always thought that you’re the one he loves. Even if he’s with someone 

who’s about to get married, or someone who’s already married in the future, he’s still unwilling to face 

his feelings.” 

“Yeah! My big brother isn’t stupid, so why is he so stubborn about love? It was only that time when 

sister Yue almost died that big brother revealed his true nature. At that time, I saw that he cared so 

much about sister Yue, and I thought that he had come to his senses and could be happy with sister Yue 

from now on. But later on, he became more and more suicidal. i keep feeling that there’s something 

wrong with the glint in the bottom of his eyes. Big brother chiyang, what do you think is the reason?” 

” if you’re free, bring your big brother to ziyu’s place to take a look. maybe you’ll find something 

unexpected. ” 

Nuan Nuan was stunned. huang ziyu?” 

“Yes.” Chi Yang nodded. you’re zichu’s Savior. I’ll definitely do my best to help you. 

what Savior? he only cured Huang zichu’s leg. 

“You’re not in a hurry to cure his legs, but his future and life.” 

Perhaps it was true for Huang zichu, but for her, it was as easy as lifting a finger. zichu is a super hacker 

on par with danqi, ” Nuan Nuan said. what’s so amazing about zichu? ” 

“hypnosis.” 

“ziyu is a hypnotist?” nangong nuannuan raised an eyebrow. 



Chi Yang nodded,”don’t be fooled by Ziyu’s weak appearance. She’s an important member of the Eagle.” 

Many of the stubborn prisoners have to go through Ziyu to open the gates.” 

“So you suspect that my big brother is under hypnosis?” Nuannuan asked. 

“it should be,” 

“But Yingluo’s hypnosis can only be used on people with weak willpower, right? My big brother is so 

powerful, his willpower is so strong, how could he be hypnotized?” Nuannuan was in disbelief. After all, 

it wasn’t like they hadn’t been hypnotized before. However, to the top mercenaries in the world, 

hypnosis had no effect on them. 

“But what if the hypnotist is very powerful? Think about your big brother’s status. If someone of his 

status were to be hypnotized, how strong would the person be?” 

Nuan Nuan lay on the bed and thought for a long time with her brows furrowed. She said faintly, ” “big 

brother’s every move is still quite normal. he’s only so ridiculous when it comes to me and sister yue’s 

feelings. How bored would the other party have to be to spend so much time and effort to hypnotize big 

brother?” 

“That will depend on what the other party’s goal is.” 

Nangong Nuannuan saw the undercurrent in her brother chiyang’s eyes and asked, ” “Big brother 

chiyang, do you have any ideas?” 

nuan nuan had not hidden anything from him, so to chi yang, other than those top-secret missions, he 

did not intend to hide too much from her regarding the matter of KE. 

 


